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Dance, according to Greek
thought, was one of the
civilizing activities, like
wine-making and music.
Most Greek Mythology was
written by poets, like
Homer, and as the spiritual
sustenance for its people,
dance communicated its
wisdom and truth as
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sequences
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human
movement.This
movement has aesthetic and
symbolic value, and is
acknowledged as dance by
performers and observers
within a particular culture.
Dance can be categorized
and described by its
choreography,
by
its
repertoire of movements, or
by its historical period or
place of origin. Tue, 04 Dec
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- Wikipedia - The important
place of women in dance
can be traced back to the
very origins of civilization.
Cave paintings, Egyptian
frescos, Indian statuettes,
ancient Greek and Roman
art and records of court
traditions in China and
Japan all testify to the
important role women
played in ritual and
religious dancing from the
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crouches). Arms reach ,
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GMT Jack Cole (1911 â€“
1974) - Dance Heritage
Coalition - They stayed
together
during
three
dances, went out on to the
terrace, explored wherever
they were permitted to
explore, paid two visits to
the buffet, and enjoyed
themselves much in the
same way as if they had
been
school-children
surreptitiously
breaking
loose from an assembly of
grown-ups.; Hyponyms [].
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Socrates and Berkeley
Scholars Web Hosting
Services Have ... - Dramatic
literature, the texts of plays
that can be read, as distinct
from being seen and heard
in performance. All plays
depend upon a general
agreement
by
all
participantsâ€”author,
actors, and audienceâ€”to
accept the operation of
theatre and the conventions
associated with it, just as
players ...
Dramatic
literature | Britannica.com Ancient American describes
the true prehistory of
America's
continent,

regardless of presently
fashionable belief-systems,
and provide a public forum
for certified experts and
non-professionals alike to
freely express their views
without fear nor favor.
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